
The Decision-Making System

Decisions are hard! There’s no doubt about it, and through the course of your career, you’re 
going to have to make a lot of tough decisions. This little system can help take the emotional weight o 
of the question of:

“Should I or shouldn’t I?”
Over the years I’ve tweaked and changed this system to reflect what is most helpful to me when 
making decisions. I highly encourage you to make this your own! Have it reflect things that are most 
important to you!

There are a total of 5 categories to this little system, each of which is scored on a scale of 1-5. 1 being 
the worst, 5 being the best. Therefore a  perfect scoring project is 25 points.
The categories are:

1. Financial
2. Networking/ Career
3. Time
4. Quality
5. Fun
So let’s break these down a little and define them:

1. Financial— Does it pay? How well does it pay? Are you in a place financially (outside of your
artistic endeavors) that allows some wiggle room? Be honest with yourself and score
appropriately.

2. Networking/ Career — are there people working on this project who would be beneficial
for you to know? Would this experience help add to your arsenal of contacts? is this project a
role you really want to play? Or is this job/or position something you really want to do in your
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career in the future? Will this project forward your career? Etc… be honest with yourself and
score appropriately.

3. Time — Do you have time to devote to this project? Does it interfere with other things going
on? Am you willing to MAKE time for this project? – be honest with yourself and score
appropriately.

4. Quality— is this a company or group that produces consistently good work? Research them,
or the people you know will also be working on the project. Have you read the script and liked
it? Do you know that the project will be something you’re proud to put your name on if you do a
good job? Be honest with yourself and score appropriately.

And finally:
5. Fun— This one is easy! Will it be enjoyable? Does thinking about working on this project instill

excitement? Will it be a fun process/ project to the best of your knowledge? Be honest with
yourself and answer appropriately.

____
Once you go through and score each category, total them.  If I’m truly honest with myself when

I go through this system. A final score of 20 or higher is the equivalent grade of a B to A+ project
and a no-brainer absolutely do it. 19 -15 is anywhere from a D - C+ grade and I need to seriously
question what the value of my time is compared to this project and if I was truly being honest while I
was answering the questions…14 or below is an F and a hard no.

For the times you land in the 15-19 point range try going back and making sure you scored
objectively and honestly. If you still come out with 15-19 points move on to the Coin Flip Method.

The Coin Flip: Is meant to insert a 6th category “Want” do you actually want to do this project? If
heads is “you do it” and tails is “you don’t” you’re going to know exactly what you’re hoping for while
that coin is in the air.  There’s your answer!
I hope this helps you alleviate decision-making stress! Now… Go get 'em, tiger!!

Love,
Courtney
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Worksheet

1. Financial 1  2  3  4  5

2. Networking/ Career 1  2  3  4  5

3. Time 1  2  3  4  5

4. Quality 1  2  3  4  5

5. Fun 1  2  3  4  5

Total ________
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